. So, while topoVI is clearly related to type IIA out DNA passage via a conserved mechanism. These topoisomerases in terms of structure and function, it enzymes first cleave the phosphodiester backbone of a appears that its physical mechanism of strand passage substrate DNA duplex through the formation of covalent may be distinct (Figure 3 ). This possibility has raised phosphotyrosyl linkages with the 5Ј ends of the broken questions regarding topoVI's unique biochemical and DNA strands. The topoisomerase then captures a secphysical properties, including whether differences in acond DNA duplex, passes it through the break in the first, tivities or substrate specificities may exist between the and reseals the broken DNA after passage (Figure 2A 
TopoVI in Endoreduplication
On the combined basis of these three recent efforts, it now appears highly likely that AtSpo11-3 and AtTop6B form a functional type IIB topoisomerase in Arabidopsis whose principle function is in endoreduplication. Given that endoreduplication is far more widespread in plants than in other eukaryotes, this action of topoisomerase VI provides a convenient answer to the question of why only plants, of all eukaryotes, appear to possess this enzyme. The precise relationship between topoVI and endoreduplication is, however, still quite complex and relatively unresolved. doreduplication. In support of this idea, it has been otes of the plant kingdom. Interestingly, there seems to be an extra topoVI-A/Spo11 homolog in Arabidopsis: shown that differentiated Arabidopsis tissues have virtually no detectable topoisomerase II protein [22] , whereas while AtSPO11-1 is a true Spo11 gene and AtSPO11-3 codes for the topoVI A-subunit, the role of AtSPO11-2 topoVI is highly expressed in all tissues examined [16] . It is therefore possible that the major type II topoisomeris still unknown. Undoubtedly, emerging genomic data on additional organisms scattered throughout the ase present in tissues undergoing endoreduplication, which have halted mitotic cell division, is in fact topoVI. eukaryotic domain will shed more light on these complicated evolutionary relationships. Further experimentation will be needed to determine which of these scenarios is correct and to help answer In summary, since its discovery in the mid-1990s, steady progress has been made in understanding the the question of why topoVI, as opposed to an endogenous type IIA topoisomerase, is the enzyme necessary mechanism of topoVI and its relationship to the type IIA topoisomerases. Recent genetic studies in Arabidopsis for endoreduplication.
The Evolution of TopoVI and Spo11
thaliana have definitively shown that topoVI plays a critical role in DNA metabolism in plants, whereas even its Studies of topoisomerase VI have clearly shown that it is related to the type IIA topoisomerases and also that existence had been previously debatable. This important work now sets the stage for future studies on the the A subunit is highly similar to Spo11. Current theories of evolution indicate that a cenancestral cell, the comrole, regulation, and evolution of this unique enzyme family. mon ancestor of all modern cellular life, probably had a well-developed complement of DNA-processing machinery, including a classic type IIA topoisomerase [23].
